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The remarkable physicochemical properties of nanomaterials
have allowed nanoplatform-based integration medical strategies
for combinatorial cancer treatments concomitant with real-time
diagnosis.[1] In particular, novel photothermal effects of gold
nanostructures and carbon nanotubes activated by near-infrared
(NIR) light irradiation are being actively studied for their
tumoricidal efficacies.[2] While these nanomaterials can certainly
increase the local temperature around cancerous regions by NIR
light, it is not entirely evident that the photothermal effect is
sufficient to achieve the desired level of cancer-cell cytotoxicity
with a wide range.[1b,3] Furthermore, the short penetration depth
of the NIR laser might require a rather invasive optical-
fiber-containing needle and/or endoscope insertion into the
tumor tissue in order to access and treat deep-seated cancer cells
by hyperthermia. Deep treatment is unavoidable to eliminate the
source of marginal recurrence, and the local heat generated by
the nanomaterials would undoubtedly generate searing pain to
the patients.[4] Thus, for patient compliance, the development of
methods for greatly enhancing the tumoricidal efficacy of
nanoplatform-based cancer treatment by combination of systemic
chemotherapy is vital. Because chemical drugs encapsulated in
nanoplatforms can diffused into a wide range of cancerous parts
and induce apoptosis of target cancer cells.[1a]

Herein, we report a novel nanotherapeutic system consisting
of a poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) matrix containing
doxorubicin (DOX) as a chemotherapeutic agent and a gold
over-layer on a polymer matrix capable of a photothermal effect.
For targeted delivery to human epithelial cancer cells, anti-EGFR
(epithermal growth factor receptor) antibody (Cetuximab) was
conjugated on the gold nanoshell surface (Fig. 1). This
nanoplatform is capable of efficient antibody-mediated binding
and internalization against EGFR-overexpressed cancer cells,
resulting in an antibody-induced tumoricidal effect by blocking
the EGFR pathway.[2b] Furthermore, the temperature increase
due to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effect of the
gold-layer leads to potential photothermal tumoricidal effect,
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of multifunctional drug-loaded gold nano-
shells for synergistic cancer therapy. The novel nanostructure comprises
three key parts for multidimensional therapeutic potentials, namely, I) an
anti-EGFR antibody, Cetuximab (CET), as a targeting moiety and signal-
transduction inhibitor, II) a gold nanoshell that has a photothermal effect
due to plasmon resonance upon illumination by an NIR laser, and III) DOX
as a chemotherapeutic agent. These three components, incorporated into
PLGA nanoparticles, provide synergistic tumoricidal efficacy.
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while facilitating the release of DOX from the softened PLGA
matrix at temperatures over its glass-transition temperature to
reinforce the cytotoxic effect of the nanoplatform.[5]

DOX-loaded PLGA nanoparticles (DPNP) ((80� 10) nm) were
formed by a nanoemulsion method.[1a,6] Subsequently, gold
nanoshells on DPNP (DPGNS, DOX-loaded PLGA gold nano-
shells) were prepared by fixation of gold nanoparticles (GNP) on
the surface of DPNP as seeds followed by formation of a gold
nanolayer onto the existing gold nanoparticles to induce a
photothermal effect by NIR laser irradiation (Fig. 1).[2b] The
carboxyl group of DPNP was reacted with cysteine via a
carbodiimide-mediated conjugation process to display the
sulfhydryl group at the outer extremity, which fixed GNPs onto
the surface of DPNP.[2b] Subsequently, a gold nanolayer was
formed on the surface of DPNP by reduction of tetrachloroaurate
(III) trihydrate (Fig. S1 of the Supporting Information (SI)). The
morphology of DPGNS was confirmed by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM, Fig. 2a). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic
measurements of DPNPs exhibited an O 1s orbital peak (290 eV)
Figure 2. a) TEM images of DPGNS. Scale bar: 50 nm. b) UV-vis absorption ba
II) GNP-coated DPNP, and III) DPGNS. c) Increased temperature versus irrad
plasmon resonance of DPGNS after NIR laser irradiation (820 nm and 15W
I) DPGNS solution (13mg mL�1) and II) pure water. Inset: thermal images re
camera of DPGNS solution (upper) and pure water (lower). d) DOX release pat
and II) DPGNS irradiated by NIR laser (green arrow indicates onset of NI
820 nm and 15W cm�2 for 10min) for 120 h, respectively.

� 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gmb
and a C 1s orbital peak (537 eV) due to the polymeric components,
and an Au 1s orbital peak (88 eV) due to the Au component
(Fig. S2 of SI). Moreover, the surface plasmon peak of GNP at
520 nmwas shifted to the red-color region after the formation of a
gold nanolayer, with GNP-attached DPNP at 548 nm and DPGNS
at 775 nm (Fig. 2b). The detection of Au and its strong SPR feature
is consistent with a gold nanoshell formed around the dielectric
core of the DPNP. Furthermore, the plasmon peak was not
distorted nor broadened during the formation of the gold
nanolayer.[7] These results demonstrated that a reticular structure
of the gold nanolayer was successfully generated on the surface of
DPNP. This structure enables for an effective thermal induced
tumoricidal system using SPR because of minimal absorption by
water and hemoglobin at the NIR region, in contrast to a
complete, void-less gold shell.[2e] This reticular structure of
DPGNS, in turn, conveniently enables DOX release through the
porous gold layer.

To investigate the hyperthermic potential of DPGNS, the heat
generated by NIR laser irradiation (820 nm and 15W cm�2 for
nds of I) DPGNS,
iation time due to
cm�2 for 10min);
corded by infrared
terns of I) DPGNS
R irradiation with

H & Co. KGaA, Weinhe
10min) was measured and visualized (Fig. 2c).
The temperature of the DPGNS solution
increased by 14.3 8C compared to pure water
without DPGNS. This temperature elevation of
the DPGNS solution was also affirmed by
thermal images recorded using an IR camera
that showed a deep red color (DPGNS) versus a
blue color (pure water, Fig. 2c, insets). The
thermal effect of DPGNS with NIR laser
demonstrated latent capability for ablation of
cancer cells. The heat generated by DPGNS
under NIR irradiation, furthermore, is suffi-
ciently higher than the glass-transition tem-
perature of PLGA (45 8C) to induce a sudden
drug release of DOX from DPGNS; the
amount of DOX released from DPGNS was
steeply increased (Fig. 2d), coincident with
NIR laser irradiation (820 nm and 15W cm�2

for 10min). The additional 14mg of DOX
release is certainly useful for increasing the
tumoricidal effects of the nanoplatform.

Because targeted delivery to specific cells is
essential to systemic cancer therapy, an
anti-EGFR antibody, Cetuximab-conjugated
DPGNS (CET-DPGNS), was attached to the
nanoplatform by a bioconjugation technique
(Method in SI), and the cellular targeting
efficacy was investigated for two different
cancer cell lines, EGFR-abundant A431 cells
and EGFR-deficient MCF7 cells.[2b] An irrele-
vant antibody, human IgG-conjugated DPGNS
(IgG-DPGNS), was also prepared as a control
for the experiment. Flow-cytometry analysis
showed the specific binding efficiency of
CET-DPGNS (Fig. S3 of SI and Fig. 3a).
A431 cells treated with CET-DPGNS exhibited
six times higher fluorescence intensity (DFI/
FInon-treated; FI: fluorescence intensity) than
MCF7 cells, in accordance with the difference
in expression level of receptors. The relative
im Adv. Mater. 2009, 21, 4339–4342
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Figure 3. a) Relative fluorescence intensities (DFI/FInon-treated; FI: fluorescence intensity) using
flow cytometry analysis (*p< 0.05). b) Fluorescence microscopic images of A431 cells treated
with CET-DPGNS. The bright green-light emission from binding of fluorescein isothiocyanate-
labeled goat anti-CET antibody indicates successful binding of CET-DPGNS to target cells, and the
blue indicates cell nuclei. Scale bar: 20mm.
fluorescence intensity of IgG-DPGNS was insignificant because
of its non-specificity against cancer cells. In fluorescence
microscopic imaging, A431 cells treated with CET-DPGNS
showed a bright green color, due to the fluorescein isothiocyanate
of the secondary antibody and the blue color indicating
nuclear-site stained by 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (Fig. 3b).
Furthermore, binding efficiency of CET-DPGNS to A431 cells was
64%, evaluated by measuring of Au component via inductively
coupled plasma atomic-emission spectrometry (ICP-AES). These
results demonstrate that CET-DPGNS exhibits a remarkable
cellular affinity for EGFR-abundant cell lines.

To evaluate the localized tumoricidal potential of our polymer
gold nanoshells, A431 and MCF7 cells were treated with
CET-PGNS, IgG-PGNS, CET-DPGNS, or IgG-DPGNS, respec-
tively. As a previous mention, CET-DPGNS can specifically bind
to EGFR-abundant A431 cells and generate a hyperthermic effect
from gold nanoshells by illumination with an NIR laser (820 nm
and 15W cm�2 for 10min). At higher temperatures, intracellular
proteins are denatured, inhibiting normal cellular growth and
proliferation.[8] For qualitative analysis, we used viable fluorescent
cell staining with calcein AM. In fluorescence microscopic
images (Fig. 4a), a dark hole from thermal-induced tumoricidal
efficacy was observed only for A431 cells treated with CET-PGNS
or CET-DPGNS. In contrast, a vivid green color was observed for
the other samples, indicating weak localized nanostructure-
induced cytotoxic effects. These microscopic images demonstrate
that CET-PGNS and CET-DPGNS with a gold layer are
successfully localized-photothermal agents with NIR laser
irradiation.

We further evaluated the multidimensional therapeutic
potential of multifunctional polymer gold nanoshells based on
systemic chemotherapy (CET and DOX) together with localized
hyperthermia from gold nanolayer and NIR laser. The cell
viabilities (CV) of A431 cells treated with CET-PGNS or
CET-DPGNS in the absence of laser illumination were
(91.5� 4.9)% (CVCET-PGNS) and (86.7� 5.3)% (CVCET-DPGNS),
respectively, as measured by 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-
Adv. Mater. 2009, 21, 4339–4342 � 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Wein
2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT)
assays. These similar cell viabilities indicate
that the amount of DOX released from
CET-DPGNS was too low to inhibit
tumor-cell proliferation within 24 h. After
laser illumination, however, laser-induced
hyperthermic tumoricidal effects for A431
cells treated with CET-PGNS or CET-DPGNS
were 55.1% ((CVCET-PGNS�CVCET-PGNSþ laser)/
CVCET-PGNS) and 69.8% ((CVCET-DPGNS�
CVCET-DPGNSþ laser)/CVCET-DPGNS), respectively.
Notably, CET-DPGNS exhibited an additional
cytotoxic effect of 36.2% ((CVCET-PGNSþ laser�
CVCET-DPGNSþ laser)/CVCET-PGNSþ laser) com-
pared with CET-PGNS due to the remote-
controlled burst-release of DOX from DPGNS.
The photothermal effect of the gold nanolayer
partially melted the core polymeric substrate,
releasing a large amount of DOX fromDPGNS
for additional cytotoxic activity against the
target cancer-cell line. In contrast, IgG-DPGNS
demonstrated a minimal cytotoxic effect for
both A431 andMCF7 cells due to the absence of an EGFR-specific
targeting route.

After 48 h of further incubation, the cell viabilities of both
cell types treated with each nanostructure were closely
examined to reveal additional systemic cytotoxicity by the
chemotherapeutic agents (Fig. 4c). The cell viability of A431
cells treated with the nanostructures was drastically decreased
due to the growth inhibitory effects from CET and DOX
(Fig. S4 of SI). In the case of CET-DPGNS, the cell viability
was (15.4� 4.3)% and this nanoplatform exhibited the greatly
enhanced cytotoxic effect of 41.2% ((CV24H�CV72H/CV24H,
*p< 0.05). In particular, remote-controlled burst-release of
drugs exhibited a synergistic therapeutic efficacy of 41.1%
((CVCET-PGNSþ laser�CVCET-DPGNSþ laser)/CVCET-PGNSþ laser at
72 h, **p< 0.05), which was four times larger than the same
treatment without NIR laser illumination (11.9%;
(CVCET-PGNS�CVCET-DPGNS)/CVCET-PGNS at 72 h). These results
demonstrate the excellent target-specificity and gold-
nanoshell-driven hyperthermic efficacies of CET-DPGNS. More-
over, systemic cytotoxicity of CET and released DOX can
compensate for localized cytotoxicity by photothermal effect
alone.

In conclusion, we fabricated multifunctional smart polymer
gold nanoshells (CET-DPGNS), composed of chemotherapeutic
agents (therapeutic antibody and anticancer drug-loaded
polymeric nanoparticles) for systemic chemotherapy, and a
polymer-based gold nanoshell for localized photothermal
treatment by NIR laser illumination. We believe that our
tailored nanoplatform, which employs a combination of
systemic and localized cancer therapies and is capable of
producing cumulative cytotoxicity in tumors due to i) the
tumoristatic effect of the therapeutic antibody, ii) controlled
‘burst release’ of drugs by extra NIR light, and iii) potential
hyperthermia of the gold nanoshell. In the early future,
furthermore, an in vivo study using our multifunctional
nanoplatforms may remarkably improve the methodologies
for effective cancer therapy.
heim 4341
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Figure 4. Therapeutic efficacies of multifunctional smart polymer gold nanoshells: fluorescence
images of a) A431 and b) MCF7 cells treated with CET-PGNS, CET-DPGNS, IgG-PGNS, and
IgG-DPGNS, respectively. After NIR laser exposure (820 nm and 15W cm�2 for 10min), the cells
were further incubated for 48 h. All scale bars: 250mm. c) Cell viability of CET-PGNS,

T-DPGNS, IgG-PGNS, and IgG-DPGNS for A431 and MCF7 cells (* and ** both, p< 0.05).
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S1. Preparation of DOX-loaded PLGA nanoparticles (DPNP). DOX-loaded PLGA nanoparticles 

(DPNP) were prepared by following a nanoemulsion method[1]. 100 mg of PLGA (Mw: 5,000 Da, 

WACO chemical, Dalton, GA), 3.4 µmol mg of DOX, and 7.0 µmol of triethylamine were dissolved in 

10 mL of dichloromethane as an organic phase. This phase was mixed with 20 mL of ultra-purified 

water containing 600 mg of polyvinyl alcohol (Mw: ~ 20,000 Da) as an aqueous phase. After mutual 

saturation of the organic and continuous phases, the mixture was emulsified for 10 minutes using an 

ultrasonicator (ULH700S, Ulssohitech, Korea) at 200 W. After evaporation of the organic solvent, the 

prepared nanoparticles were purified by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm and the precipitates were 

suspended in 3 mL of phosphate buffer saline (10 mM and pH 7.4). PLGA nanoparticles (PNP) 

without DOX were prepared by the same manner as described above. The size distribution of the 

DPNP was analyzed by laser scattering (ELS-Z, Otsuka electronics, Japan).    

 

S2. Formation of DOX-loaded PLGA gold nanoshells (DPGNS). Gold nanoparticles (GNP) (~ 3 

nm) were prepared by the reduction of 1.0 wt% tetrachloroaurate (III) trihydrate (2 mL) in the 

presence of tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium chloride (12 µL) and ammonium hydroxide (0.5 mL 

of 1 M) as reducing agents for 7 minutes at room temperature[2,3]. The carboxyl groups on the surface 

of DPNP were modified with thiol groups (-SH) (Fig. 1). DPNP (70 mg) in 5 mL of phosphate buffer 

saline (10 mM and pH 7.4) were mixed with 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide (21 

µmol), N-hydroxysuccinimide (21 µmol), and cysteamine (21 µmol) for 1 hour at room temperature. 



The prepared -SH modified DPNP (DPNPs-SH) were purified by centrifugation (15,000 rpm) and 

filtration (pore size: 200 nm; ADVANTEC®, Japan), and the precipitates were suspended in 0.5 mL of 

phosphate buffer saline (10 mM and pH 7.4). For the formation of the gold nano-layer on the surface 

of DPNP-SH, GNP (5 mg per 5 mL of phosphate buffer saline (10 mM and pH 7.4)) and DPNP-SH 

(40 mg) were mixed under gentle stirring. GNPs as seeds for growth of gold nano-layers were 

conjugated with the thiol groups of DPNP-SH due to their differences in electron density3. The 

deposited GNPs on DPNP as a nucleation site were further grown by reduction of gold precursors, 

consequently leading to the formation of a gold nano-layer on the surface of DPNP. Specifically, 50 

mL of gold salt solution (25 mg of potassium carbonate and 0.02 wt% of tetrachloroaurate (III) 

trihydrate) was prepared as a precursor. GNP-deposited DPNP (20 mg per 200 µL of phosphate buffer 

saline) were then mixed with the gold salts solution (4 mL) and formaldehyde (80 µL) for 5 minutes. 

After the reaction, GNP-deposited DPNP were purified by centrifugation (15,000 rpm) and kept 

growing by the same manner until a complete gold nano-layer formed on the surface of the DPNP[2]. 

The successful formation of DOX-loaded PLGA gold nanoshells (DPGNS) was confirmed by analysis 

of the surface compositions of DPGNS using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCALAB MK II, 

V.G. Scientific Ltd., UK). Absorbance of DPGNS was analyzed by UV-vis spectrometer (OPTIZEN 

2120UV, Mecasys Co., Ltd., Korea). As a control, PLGA gold nanoshells (PGNS) without DOX were 

synthesized in the same manner as described above. 

 

S3. Investigation of hyperthermic potentials and drug release pattern of DPGNS under 

irradiation of NIR laser. To confirm the feasibility of DPGNS as hyperthermic agents, the thermal 

effect was investigated under NIR laser exposure. DPGNS (13 mg) was suspended in 1 mL of 

phosphate buffered saline (10 mM and pH 7.4) and exposed under NIR laser (820 nm and 15 W/cm2 

for 10 minutes) at 37oC. Subsequently, the elevation of temperature in DPGNS solution was measured 

and visualized as thermal images using an infra-red camera (AXT100, Dexter Research Center, Inc., 

USA). To characterize the drug release pattern from DPGNS, 13 mg of DPGNS was suspended in 2 

mL of phosphate buffered saline (10 mM and pH 7.4), sealed in dialysis tubing (MWCO; 1,000 Da), 

and immersed in 20 mL of same buffer solution at 37oC under moderate shaking. The amount of 



released drug was monitored at regular time intervals (∆t = 24 hours) by measuring the absorbance 

(λmax = 480 nm) using a UV-vis spectrophotometer. After 24 hours, the DPGNS solution was exposed 

to NIR laser (820 nm and 15 W/cm2 for 10 minutes). Otherwise, drug loading contents (2.3 wt%), 

which was analogous with DPNP (2.5wt%) and entrapment efficiency (8.9 wt%) were obtained during 

the drug release experiment. The results demonstrate that 92.5 wt% of DOX was released from 

DPGNS within 14 days. 

 

S.4. Conjugation of Cetuximab with DPGNS (CET-DPGNS). To conjugate Cetuximab (CET; 

Erbitux®, Roche Pharmaceutical Ltd.), a targeting moiety, with DPGNS, 5 µmol of hetero-functional 

polyethylene glycol (SH-PEG-COOH) as a linker was assembled onto the surface of DPGNS (3 mg 

per 500 µL of phosphate buffer saline), and unbound PEG molecules were eliminated from PEGylated 

DPGNS by centrifugation (15,000 rpm). PEGylated DPGNS (13 mg) was suspended in 10 mL of 

phosphate buffer solution (10 mM and pH 7.4), and 21 µmol of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-

carbodiimide, and 21 µmol of n-hydroxysuccinimide were added. To conjugate CET with PEGylated 

DPGNS, 2.7 µmol of CET  was added into the PEGylated DPGNS solution at 4oC. After 1 minute, 

CET-DPGNS was purified with a Sephacryl S-300 column (Amersham Biosciences). Approximately 

150 CET equivalents were conjugated onto the surface of DPGNS as evaluated by BCA protein assay 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). Similarly, for control experiments, the irrelevant human 

immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody was conjugated with PEGylated DPGNS. CET-conjugated PGNS 

(CET-PGNS) and IgG-conjugated PGNS (IgG-PGNS) were also prepared for comparison. 

 

S.4. Targeting efficiency of CET-DPGNS against cancer cell lines. The epidermoid carcinoma 

A431 cell line (high EGFR expression) and the breast cancer MCF7 cell line (low EGFR expression) 

were obtained from the American Tissue Type Culture (ATCC, Rockville, MD) and cultured. Briefly, 

2 × 105 cells of both cells were seeded in 100Ø Corning culture dishes (10 mL/dish) with Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% 

antibiotics) and incubated at 37oC in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. We used 



fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to determine the affinity of the CET-DPGNS (2 mg/mL, 

200 µL) against the A431 and MCF7 cells. First, A431 and MCF7 cells were washed with FACS 

buffer (2% FBS and 0.02% NaN3 in phosphate buffer solution). Cells were then incubated with the 

CET-DPGNS or IgG-DPGNS for 1 hour at 4oC. The treated cells were washed three times with FACS 

buffer to eliminate unbound antibodies and incubated with an FITC-labeled goat anti-CET antibody (1 

µM) as secondary antibody for 45 minutes at 4oC in a dark room. The washed cells were suspended in 

500 µL phosphate buffer solution and stored at 4oC prior to FACS analysis (Becton Dickinson, 

Mountain View, California) (Fig. S3). Fluorescence microscopic images were obtained by epi-

fluorescence microscopy (BK21, Olympus). 

 

S.5. Therapeutic efficacy of CET-DPGNS as multiplex golden nano-drugs. The therapeutic 

efficacy of CET-DPGNS against cancer cell lines was determined from cellular growth inhibition 

effects. A431 and MCF7 cells (104 cells/well) were each incubated in 96-well plates for 24 hours. 

Target cells were independently incubated with CET-PGNS, CET-DPGNS, IgG-PGNS, and IgG-

DPGNS (3.4 mg/mL, 100 µL) at 37oC for 30 minutes. After treatment, the cells were washed using 

cell medium, and an equal volume of 10% FBS was added to the wells. After further incubation for 24 

hours, each well was irradiated by NIR laser (820 nm and 15 W/cm2 for 5 minutes). To investigate 

cellular growth inhibition effects by DOX release from DPGNS after NIR laser exposure, the cells 

were incubated for a further 48 hours. The cell viabilities were determined by MTT ((3-(4,5-

Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assay. The cytotoxic efficacies were 

calculated from the differences of cell viabilities between nanoparticle-treated target cells and non-

treated control cells. Results shown are average ± standard deviation (n = 3). Statistical significance 

(ANOVA) was assessed by Student’s t- test, p < 0.05 versus controls.  
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Figure S1. TEM images; a, DPNP. b, GNP-deposited DPNP. 

 

 

 

Figure S2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of (I) DPGNS and (II) naked DPNP. The green arrow 

indicates Au compounds on the surface of DPGNS. 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S3. FACS analysis of (a) A431 cells and (b) MCF7 cells treated with CET-DPGNS or IgG-

DPGNS, respectively. 

 

 

Figure S4. Additive cytotoxic effects* of CET-PGNS or CET-DPGNS, with or without laser exposure, 

against A431 cells after incubation for a further 48 hours.  
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